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Summary

Broadband noise generated aerodynami ally is the dominant sour e for a modern wind turbine.
In this paper, trailing edge noise and turbulent inow noise are modeled using Amiet's theory to
predi t wind turbine noise spe tra, dire tivity and amplitude modulation. First, by omparing model
predi tions with wind tunnel experiments from the literature, we show that a wall pressure spe tral
model that in ludes the ee t of an adverse pressure gradient is needed to orre tly predi t trailing
edge noise spe tra. Then, we adapt the model to rotating blades and ompare sound power level
spe tra of trailing edge noise with eld measurements, assuming a onstant wind speed prole.
A good agreement is found at frequen ies higher than approximately 1000 Hz, but the levels are
underestimated at lower frequen ies. Finally, we a ount for wind shear and atmospheri turbulen e
ee ts using the Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. On the one hand, we show that angle of atta k
variations due to wind shear an produ e a signi ant hange in the wall pressure spe tra of some
blade se tions, espe ially in stable atmospheri onditions, even though this ee t is not learly seen
on the trailing edge noise spe tra at the re eiver. On the other hand, turbulent inow noise does vary
with atmospheri onditions, and ontributes signi antly to the noise radiated by a wind turbine at
low frequen ies. When both me hanisms are onsidered, the predi ted sound power level spe tra are
in good agreement with measurements.
PACS no. 43.28.Ra, 43.50.Nm

1. Introdu tion

A main feature of wind turbine noise is the amplitude modulation (AM),

Wind turbine noise is one of the main
a

on ern for the

aused by the rotation of

the blades, whi h is believed to be the most annoy-

eptan e of wind farms by the neighborhood [1℄.

ing feature of this noise sour e [1℄. As explained in

For modern megawatt-sized wind turbines, it is gen-

the proje t Wind Turbine Amplitude Modulation

erally admitted that broadband aerodynami

funded by RenewableUK [4, 3, 5℄, it is

is dominant, with three main noise sour es to

noise
on-

sider [1, 2, 3℄: turbulent inow noise, trailing edge

ommon to dis-

tinguish between normal amplitude modulation, also
alled swish, and enhan ed or other amplitude modu-

noise, and stall noise. Turbulent inow noise is due

lation, also

to the intera tion of atmospheri

the sound level variation of a few de ibels that mod-

turbulen e with the

alled thump. Normal AM

orresponds to

blade leading edge; its level depends on the strength

ern wind turbines normally produ e, mostly noti e-

of the turbulent u tuations. Trailing edge noise is

able

aused by the s attering of the turbulent boundary

lose to the turbine in the

rosswind dire tion.

On the other hand, enhan ed AM is observed in the

layer at the blade trailing edge; it is thus referred to

far-eld (typi ally more than 600 m), mostly in the

as airfoil self-noise. When the blade angle of atta k

downwind dire tion, and

(AoA) in reases, the boundary layer be omes partially
separated and eventually

omplete separation or stall

is a hieved. This is a very intense noise me hanism
alled separation or stall noise.

In order to a

an rea h 10 dB or more.

urately predi t wind turbine noise,

it is important to understand the role of atmospheri
onditions. Wind shear is often

ited as an important

fa tor explaining sound pressure levels higher than expe ted and enhan ed AM [6, 4℄. Under stable atmo-

Re eived 0

0,

spheri

a

0.

in rease from the bottom to the top of the rotor

epted 0
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onditions, typi ally at night, the wind speed
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hanges signi antly during one

blade rotation. Furthermore, wind speed is usually
small

lose to the ground when high wind shear is

present, whi h means that the ba kground noise, also
alled wind noise or vegetation noise [7℄, is low and

This approa h has been applied to both symmetri
and asymmetri

airfoils [19, 17℄.

In this paper, we propose a physi ally-based wind
turbine noise predi tion model based on Amiet's theory in order to obtain a

urate predi tions in an ef-

will not mask e iently wind turbine noise. Another

 ient way. Both turbulent inow noise and trailing

important atmospheri

edge noise are

parameter is the strength of

onsidered, and predi tion results are

turbulent velo ity u tuations, whi h mostly impa ts

validated against measurements from the literature.

turbulent inow noise. This strength depends on the

In order to a

atmospheri

turbulen e ee ts, we use the Monin-Obukhov simi-

onditions, and may also be strongly en-

ount for wind shear and atmospheri

han ed if a wind turbine is in the wake of another

larity theory that predi ts wind speed proles and tur-

turbine [3, 5℄.

bulen e parameters in the atmospheri

To better understand wind turbine noise and its asso iated amplitude modulation, it is thus important
to propose a model that takes into a

ount the main

noise me hanisms and the inuen e of atmospheri
onditions. Three main types of models have been proposed in the literature. First, a semi-empiri al model
has been built on the extensive measurements of airfoil self-noise made by Brooks et al. [8℄. This model,
sometimes

alled BPM model, has been applied to

wind turbine noise with some su

ess by Zhu et al. [9℄

and Oerlemans et al. [2℄. It is however di ult to assess the validity limits of su h a model, sin e it is
based on measurements for a NACA 0012 airfoil that
is not representative of the airfoils used in wind turbine appli ations.
analogies have

lose

to the sour e (typi ally 100 m away), and study different phenomena su h as dire tivity and amplitude
modulation. Thus, in the following, the term amplitude modulation (AM) means normal AM. Although
only near-eld results are presented here, our longterm goal is to

ouple this sour e model to a propaga-

tion model in order to predi t wind turbine noise at
large distan es (greater than 1 km), and thus to better
understand the possible

auses of enhan ed AM.

The paper is organized as follows. First, Se tion 2
presents Amiet's analyti al model for turbulent inow noise and trailing edge noise of a xed airfoil
and its validation against wind tunnel measurements.
Then, in Se tion 3, we apply the trailing edge noise
model to a full size wind turbine and

Se ond, models based on a ousti

surfa e layer.

We fo us in this paper on wind turbine noise

di tions to eld measurements

ompare pre-

onsidering a

onstant

been proposed. There have been a few attempts

wind prole (no wind shear). Finally, the inuen e of

to apply the frequen y-domain models proposed by

wind shear and atmospheri

Amiet for turbulent inow noise [10℄ and trailing

bine noise is studied in Se tion 4.

turbulen e on wind tur-

edge noise [11℄ to wind turbines, e.g. in the study
of Glegg et al. [12℄. Also, Lee et al. [13℄ re ently proposed a trailing edge noise model based on the timedomain solution of the Ffow s Williams-Hawkings
equation [14℄. Although these models are promising,
they have not been thoroughly validated for wind turbine noise appli ations. In the

ase of Amiet's model

for trailing edge noise, for example, one of the main
di ulty is to have a

ess to wall pressure statisti s,

2. Amiet's analyti al model for turbulent inow noise and trailing edge
noise
2.1. Turbulent inow noise
2.1.1.

Original model for a xed plate

whose modeling remains on open issue [15, 16, 17, 18℄.

An airfoil in a turbulent ow experien es a u tuat-

Third, numeri al tools of Computational Fluid Dy-

ing lift loading whi h will result in the generation of

nami s are getting more and more popular in the

on-

sound. Amiet derived airfoil response fun tions that

text of wind turbine noise. Reynolds Averaged Navier-

relate the wavenumber spe trum of the in oming tur-

Stokes (RANS) simulations

bulen e to the lift u tuations over the blade sur-

an be used to provide

information on the turbulent boundary layer devel-

fa e [10℄. These lift u tuations

oping over an airfoil. An approa h

distributed along the airfoil surfa e that e iently ra-

onsisting in

ou-

pling a RANS ow solver to the TNO-Blake model

an be seen as dipoles

diate noise to the far-eld.

to predi t the wall pressure spe trum has been pro-

Amiet's model is based on linearized thin-airfoil

posed by several resear h groups [17, 18℄, and is able

theory, and the airfoil is redu ed to a at plate with

to

apture adverse pressure gradient and turbulen e

zero thi kness and zero angle of atta k, with span

anisotropy ee ts. Hybrid approa hes for airfoil noise

and

hord

c,

U , and a re eiver is pla ed in the far(xR , yR , zR ). The model is based on several

predi tion based on Large Eddy Simulation (LES)

with velo ity

have also been developed. For instan e, Shen et al. [19℄

eld at

proposed a LES-based approa h that

assumptions:

ting the

onsists in split-

ompressible ow problem into a vis ous in-

ompressible ow part and an invis id a ousti

2

part.

L

as seen in Figure 1. The ow is uniform

1. the in oming turbulen e u tuation is
to be small

onsidered

ompared to the mean ow velo ity;
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2.1.2.

z

Airfoil thi kness

(xR ,yR ,z R )

U

orre tion for turbulent in-

ow noise
Several authors in luding Roger and Moreau [20℄ and

y

Devenport et al. [21℄ have shown that turbulent inow noise strongly depends on the airfoil thi kness.
A thi ker airfoil tends to redu e the turbulent inow

x

noise level. This ee t is not taken into a

L

c

ount in

Amiet's original model. We propose here an empirial

orre tion based on the data shown in Figure 6

of Referen e [20℄. The redu tion level
Figure 1: S hemati s for Amiet's model applied to a

SP LR

in dB is

al ulated by linear interpolation based on these data:

xed at plate.

SP LR (dB) =
2. the intera tion between the airfoil and the turbulent ow is invis id so that the problem is redu ed
to solving linearized Euler equations;
3. the turbulen e is frozen, so that turbulent gust
properties are un hanged while it is

onve ted by

the mean ow, and its velo ity u tuation is represented in terms of
numbers, here

hordwise and spanwise wave

Kx

The problem

and Ky respe tively.
an be des ribed by a linearized

Helmholtz equation asso iated with proper boundary
onditions [10, 20℄, whi h form a S hwarzs hild problem that

an be solved analyti ally. For large aspe t

ratio, that is

L/c > 3, the far-eld power spe tral denSpp is given by [10, 20℄:

sity (PSD) of a ousti pressure

2



where

ω

a ousti

is the angular frequen y,
wavenumber,

speed of sound,

S0

ρ0

k = ω/c0
c0

is the air density,

LT I

inow noise transfer fun tion that

from a NACA 0012 airfoil, whi h are

(Λ/c) ≈ 0.1.
Note that SP LR

tion but does not

provides a pure thi kness

ontain the ee t of

ould be

onsidered in future studies would be to

orre t the in ident turbulen e spe trum based on
rapid distortion theory, as proposed by Roger and
Moreau [20℄.
2.1.3.

Model validation against wind tunnel experi-

ompared to the mea-

(1)

a NACA 0012 of

hord 23 m, with Ma h numbers

between 0.12 and 0.50. The turbulen e intensity is
45 %, and the longitudinal integral length s ale is

is the

3.0

m. The agreement between model and measure-

ments is greatly improved when the thi kness

tion is in luded, whi h is expe ted sin e this set of

onne ts the air-

data was used to obtain Eq. (3). The thi kness

pres-

al ulation of the trans-

hords and frequen ies

onsidered

is obtained from Eq. (3) of

Ref. [20℄.
is the two-dimensional energy spe -

trum, modeled here by a von Kármán spe trum for
homogeneous and isotropi

Φww (Kx , Ky ) =
with

σu

4
9π

turbulen e [10, 20℄:

σu2
Ke2

K̂x2

K̂y2

+

K̂x2

+ K̂y2 )7/3

numbers.
Se ond, the measurements of Devenport et al. [21℄
hord 91 m are

onsidered. This

18%

of the

hord

is typi ally used in wind turbine appli ations. The
Ma h number is 0.08, the turbulen e intensity

3.9 %,

82

m. In

and the longitudinal integral length s ale

Figure 3, model predi tions with and without thi kness

orre tion are

angles of atta k of

,

or-

re tion is highest for high frequen ies and low Ma h

airfoil whose maximum thi kness is

Φww

orre -

is the turbulent

it is small for the

Finally,

orre -

amber as well

as nose radius ( urvature). Another approa h that

for a S831 airfoil of

LT I

(e/c)ref = 0.12

and

fer fun tion, as given by Eq. (4) of Ref. [20℄, be ause
in this study. Thus

is

stands for the values of referen e experimental data

First, model predi tions are

sure at the far-eld point. We negle t the se ond-order
orre tion in the

Λ

is the

foil surfa e pressure u tuation to the a ousti
trailing-edge

is the airfoil maximum thi kness, and

the turbulent integral length s ale. The subs ript ref

surements of Paterson and Amiet [22℄ in Figure 2 for

is a modied distan e between the

sour e and the observer, and

e

(3)

ments

L
ρ0 kc zR
πU
2
2S0
2



2
ω kyR
ω kyR
,
,
LT I xR , ,
Φww
U S0
U S0

Spp (xR , yR , zR , ω) =

where

9 (e/c) f (Λ/c)ref
,
50 (e/c)ref U (Λ/c)

ompared to the measurements at
o
and 2 . The thi kness orre tion

0o

(2)

slightly improves the agreement between predi tions

the standard deviation of turbulent velo ity

satisfying agreement below 200 Hz. This dis repan y

u tuations,

Ke = 1/Louter

(1 +

the wave number

sponding to the turbulen e outer s ale

Louter ,

and measurements, but is not su ient to provide a
orreand

K̂ = K/Ke the normalized turbulent wave number.
Louter is related to the turbulen e integral length s ale
Λ by Λ = Louter /1.339 [10℄.

an be attributed to AoA,

urvature and

amber ef-

fe ts. As noted by Devenport et al. [21℄, turbulent inow noise is almost independent of AoA for symmetri
airfoils su h as NACA 0012, but is inuen ed by the
airfoil geometry for the S831. This is

learly seen in

3
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Assuming large aspe t ratio, the PSD of trailing edge

SPL (dB re. 20µPa)

80

noise at far-eld

70

an be written as [11, 24℄:

2
L
kczR
4πS02
2



2
kyR
ω kyR
,
,
LT E
Φpp (ω)ly ω,
S0
U S0

60

Spp (xR , yR , zR , ω) =

50
M=0.12
M=0.18
M=0.27
M=0.36
M=0.50

40
30
20
100

200

where

ly
500

1000 2000

5000

Φpp

(4)

is the wall pressure u tuation spe trum,

is the spanwise

orrelation length, estimated by the

Cor os model, and

Frequency (Hz)



LT E

is the transfer fun tion for

trailing edge noise. Roger and Moreau [20℄ showed

Figure 2: Turbulent inow noise predi tions with
(dashed lines) and without (solid lines) thi kness
re tion for a NACA 0012 airfoil. The symbols

or-

orre-

spond to the measurements of Ref. [22℄ ( olor online).

that the se ond-order leading-edge
signi ant ontribution in the
fer fun tion only for
ountered for the

kc < 1.

orre tion has a

al ulation of the trans-

This

ondition is not en-

ongurations studied here, so

LT E

is simply obtained from Eq. (11) of Ref. [20℄. As explained by Roger and Moreau [20℄, this expression inludes the in ident pressure jump

(dB)
1/3

SPL

orre tion proposed

by Amiet [25℄.

80
75

2.2.2.

70

In Amiet's trailing edge noise model, one of the most

Wall pressure spe tral models

important input parameters is the spe trum of wall

65
o

pressure u tuations. An a

o

spe trum

o

with dire t numeri al simulation (DNS) or large eddy

60

0

55

2
4

50 2
10

3

10
Frequency (Hz)

urate estimation of this

an be done experimentally, or numeri ally

simulation (LES), but it remains very di ult in pra ti e so a model must be used instead. As a

ompletion

Figure 3: Turbulent inow noise predi tions with

of his model, Amiet proposed an empiri al expression
∗
∗
based on the s aling variable ω̃ = ωδ /Ue , with δ the

(bla k dashed lines) and without (bla k solid lines)

boundary layer displa ement thi kness and

thi kness

ternal velo ity. More re ently, Goody [15℄ proposed an

orre tion for a S831 airfoil. The results are

ompared to the measurements (bla k symbols) and
predi tions (gray lines) of Devenport et al. [21℄ for
o
o
o
AoA of 0 , 2 and 4 .

Ue

the ex-

improved wall pressure spe trum model that

onsid-

ers Reynolds ee t. However, all these s aling models
are based on zero pressure gradient (ZPG) ow

on-

ditions, that are only suitable for a at plate at zero
in iden e. For a real airfoil, an adverse pressure gradient (APG) ow is usually present on the su tion side
the predi tions of Devenport et al. [21℄ for AoA be0o and 4o , reprodu ed in Figure 3. These pre-

near the trailing edge. Rozenberg et al. [16℄ proposed

tween

a model that takes into a

di tions are based on a panel method des ribed in

redu es to Goody's model for zero pressure gradient

Ref. [23℄ that exa tly a

ounts for the airfoil geome-

try. Figure 3 shows that Devenport et al. predi tions
orre tly

onditions. They suggested that normalized wall pressure spe trum

Φpp (ω)Ue
=
2
τmax
δ∗

di tions tend to overestimate the noise levels in this

[4.76ω̃ 0.75 + F1 ]A1 +

is very small in the Devenport et al. experiment, thus
the dis repan y seen in Figure 3

an be

onsidered as

ase s enario for wind turbine blades.

2.2. Trailing edge noise

ow noise

4

an be extended to trailing edge noise [11℄.





ω̃ 2

,

(5)

where the main parameters of the model are [16℄:

Π = 0.8(βc + 0.5)3/4 ,

•
•

the wake strength parameter

•

the ratio of boundary layer thi kness to displa e∗
ment thi kness ∆ = δ/δ ,

Original model for a xed plate

Amiet's model originally proposed for turbulent in-

Π
∆ +1
[8.8RT−0.57 ω̃]A2


[2.82∆2 (6.13∆−0.75 + F1 )A1 ] 4.2

ase, one must keep in mind that the Ma h number

2.2.1.

an be presented as:

apture the thi kness ee t, and that the ef-

fe t of AoA is signi ant, with a de rease of about
o
o
4 dB between 0 and 4 . Even though Amiet's pre-

a worst

ount the APG ee t, and

θ dp
τw dx that ompares
pressure for es on the boundary layer to the wall

the Clauser parameter

βc =

shear for es,
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•

δ∗

the ratio of the outer to inner boundary layer time
δ ν
s ales RT = U u2 ,
e
τ

θ

with

stress,

the momentum thi kness,

τw

(mm)

Experiment

6.76

2.99

XFOIL

5.97

3.07

the wall shear

τmax

the maximum shear stress along the nordp
mal dire tion, and
dx the pressure gradient. Finally,

A1 , A2

θ∗

(mm)

and

F1

are empiri al

oe ients given by:

A1 = 3.7 + 1.5βc,
p
A2 = min(3, 19/ RT ) + 7,

0.75
1.4
F1 = 4.76
[0.375A1 − 1].
∆
These parameters

an be

Cp

al ulated by

(6)
(7)
ZPG model, although the levels are still lower than the
(8)

measured ones. On the pressure side, only the ZPG
model is used be ause pressure gradients are small.

al ulated using CFD tools.

In this study, XFOIL version 6.96 is used to obtain Ue ,
δ ∗ , θ, the skin fri tion oe ient Cf and the pressure
oe ient

Table I: Boundary layer parameters

XFOIL and measured by Kamruzzaman et al. [17℄ on
o
the su tion side at the trailing edge for an AoA of 0 .

at the trailing edge. The boundary layer

thi kness is obtained using the following relation [26℄:



1.72
∗
δ = θ 3.15 +
+ δ∗,
Hk − 1

(9)

Figure 5(b)

ompares the SPL spe trum predi tions

to the measurements. Using the APG model on the
su tion side and the ZPG model on the pressure side,
a better agreement is found although the predi tions
still underestimate the measured values.
As a

on lusion, it is

tion, however its modeling is still an open issue in the
aeroa ousti s

Hk = δ ∗ /θ∗ is the kinemati shape fa tor. We
annot estimate τmax dire tly from XFOIL, so we use
1
2
the approximation τmax ≈ τw = 2 ρU Cf that is valid

where

lear that the adverse pressure

gradient has an important ee t on the SPL predi ommunity. Some re ent studies have

shown that turbulen e anisotropy ee ts need to be
in luded to improve the model a

ura y, using for in-

stan e the TNO-Blake model [17, 18℄.

while the boundary layer remains atta hed. Finally,
the pressure gradient is obtained from
99% and 100% of the
2.2.3.

Cp

between

hord.

Model validation against wind tunnel experiIn this se tion, we

ments
To validate Amiet's model and evaluate the ee t of
the adverse pressure gradient, results with Goody's
model for ZPG and Rozenberg's model for APG
are

ompared to experimental data from Brooks and

Hodgson [27℄ for a NACA 0012 airfoil and from Kamruzzaman et al. [17℄ for a NACA
We

3. Appli ation on a full size wind turbine with onstant wind proles

643 -418

airfoil.

onsider rst the surfa e pressure measure-

onsider a

only trailing edge noise is
di tions.

3.1. Model adaption to a rotating blade with
spanwise-varying ow onditions
Amiet's model was originally developed for a xed
plate. A simple method to a

at 1.854 m from the trailing edge. The airfoil is a

tating motion

NACA 0012 of

hord 61 m at zero in iden e, and
ompares

turbulen e. Thus

onsidered in the SPL pre-

ment of Brooks and Hodgson for a sensor lo ated

the inow velo ity is 69.5 m/s. Figure 4(a)

onstant wind prole

(no wind shear) and no atmospheri

ount for the blade ro-

onsists in approximating it by a se-

ries of translations from dis rete angular positions, as
explained by S hlinker and Amiet [28℄. This approx-

ZPG and APG wall pressure spe tra with the mea-

imation has re ently been revisited by Blandeau and

sured spe trum. The APG model is seen to in rease

Joseph [29℄ and by Sinayoko et al. [30℄ by

the spe tral level below 5 kHz whi h provides a bet-

son with analyti al models that treat the rotation ef-

ter agreement

ompared to the measurements. In Fig-

fe ts exa tly. They

ompari-

on luded that the approximation

ure 4(b), sound pressure level (SPL) predi tions are

is valid over a wide range of frequen ies for wind tur-

ompared to experimental values. Predi ted results

bine appli ations. Using Blandeau and Joseph expres-

are

loser to the measurements using the APG model.

sions [29℄, frequen y limits

an be obtained as a fun -

Kamruzzaman et al. [17℄ have performed surfa e

tion of distan e from an observer to the wind turbine

643 -

as well as Reynolds number en ountered by ea h blade

pressure measurements on an asymmetri

418

airfoil of

NACA

hord 60 m on both pressure and su -

se tion. The low frequen y limits are about 15 Hz and

tion sides. The inow velo ity is 62 m/s and the AoA
o
∗
is 0 . The boundary layer displa ement thi kness δ
∗
and momentum thi kness θ
al ulated by XFOIL are

120 Hz for an observer lo ated respe tively 100 m and
1000 m away from the wind turbine. The upper fre-

ompared to measured values in Table I. Asso iated

quen y limit in reases with Reynolds number. In our
6
study, the average Reynolds number is around 4×10 ,

wall pressure spe tra are plotted in Figure 5(a). On

whi h leads to an upper frequen y limit from 1 kHz to

the su tion side, the predi tions are mu h

loser to the

5 kHz from the root to the tip. Sin e most of the wind

ompared to the

turbine noise is produ ed by the outer part of the

measurements using the APG model

5
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Figure 4: (a) Wall pressure spe tra and (b) far-eld SPL predi ted by APG and ZPG models and measured by
Brooks and Hodgson [27℄ for a NACA 0012 airfoil.
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65
SPL1/3 (dB re. 20µPa)

Φ
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(dB re. 20µPa)
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Figure 5: (a) Wall pressure spe tra on the su tion side (bla k lines) and on the pressure side (gray lines)
measured by Kamruzzaman et al. [17℄ (symbols) and predi ted by APG (solid lines) and ZPG models (dashed
lines) models. (b) Third o tave band spe tra of far-eld SPL using APG or ZPG model on the su tion side and
ZPG model on the pressure side.

blade, as observed by Oerlemans et al. [31℄, results
are

imuthally averaged spe trum:

al ulated up to 5 kHz in the following.

1
2π

2π

ωe
Spp (x0 , ω, γ)dγ
ω
0
Z 2π  2
ωe
1
′
Spp
(x, ωe , γ)dγ.
=
2π 0
ω

Spp (x0 , ω) =

Z

(10)

The Doppler fa tor relates the observer frequen y

ω

to the emission frequen y

ωe

at the sour e [28,

Another issue related to blade rotation is that the

30℄. As shown by S hlinker and Amiet

[28℄ and

ow is not uniform along the span, with in oming ve-

Sinayoko

PSD

lo ity strongly in reasing from root to tip. To treat

et

al.

[30℄,

the

instantaneous

at

the observer for an azimuthal blade position γ is
′
Spp (x0 , ω, γ) = (ωe /ω)Spp
(x, ωe , γ), where x0 and
x orrespond respe tively to the observer oordi-

these spanwise-varying

onditions, it is

ommon to

ut the blade into short segments or strips while assuming the segments are independent, whi h means

nates in the hub and blade oordinate systems, and
′
Spp
(x, ωe , γ) is given by Equation (4) (or Equation (1)
when turbulent inow noise is onsidered) for a xed

noise radiated by the blade is the logarithmi

blade. They also derived an expression for the az-

the

6

the segment span must be greater than the spanwise
turbulen e

orrelation length. As a result, the overall

ontributions from all blade segments.

sum of
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Figure 6: Geometry of the 45 m-blade

ut into 8 seg-

55

ments without twist (left) and with twist (right). All

50

dimensions are in meters.

2

3
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Wind speed at

Rotor speed

hub height (m/s)

(rpm)

ase 1

6

13

ase 2

8
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Frequency (Hz)

Figure 7: Third o tave band spe tra of sound power
level for

ase 1 (U

= 6 m/s)

onsidering APG or ZPG

models of trailing edge noise.

Table II: Mean parameters for the two experimental

95

test- ases from Referen e [32℄.

90

The wind turbine under study is a 2.3 MW Siemens
SWT 2.3-93 with a tower height (ground to hub) of
80 m, and three 45B blades of length 45 m that have
ontrollable pit h angle. The

hord length is 3.5 m at

the root of the blade and 0.8 m at the tip, and we
assume a linear variation in-between as shown in Fig-

SWL

3.2. Congurations

1/3

(dBA)

85
80
75
Total prediction (APG)
Total prediction (ZPG)
Suction side (APG)
Suction side (ZPG)
Pressure side (ZPG)
Measurements

70
65
60
55

2

3

10

10
Frequency (Hz)

ure 6. These data in addition to the sound power level
measurements are found in Referen e [32℄ for the two
ases summarized in Table II.
A NACA 63-415 airfoil is
le, be ause it is a

hosen for the blade pro-

ommonly used airfoil in mod-

Figure 8: Third o tave band spe tra of sound power
level for

ase 2 (U

= 8 m/s)

onsidering APG or ZPG

models of trailing edge noise.

ern wind turbines, and it is visually similar to B45
blades [33℄. To

hoose the number of blade segments,

we de ide in this study to keep a

onstant aspe t ra-

tio of 3, so that the large aspe t ratio approximation
of Amiet's model is satised. This led us to

Table II. The observer is lo ated on the ground

100 m

downwind, and the spe tra are azimuthally averaged

ut ea h

as given by Equation (10). Using the APG model on

blade into 8 segments, as shown in Figure 6. The span

the su tion side, the predi tions agree well at high

is always larger than 0.5 m, the largest spanwise

frequen ies, above 200 Hz for

lation length a
blade twist is

orre-

ording to Cor os model. Finally, the
o
hosen so that the AoA is 4 with a

onstant wind prole for all segments, whi h is the

ase 2. For both

ase 1 and 1000 Hz for

ases, trailing edge noise is dominated

by the su tion side

ontribution at lower frequen ies,

and by the pressure side

ontribution at higher fre-

angle where the maximum lift drag ratio is found for
6
a Reynolds number of 4 × 10 . A s hemati s of the

the predi tions are up to 10 dB lower

twisted blade as it is modeled in the

APG model predi tions, and are lower than measure-

al ulations is

quen ies. Using the ZPG model on the su tion side,
ompared to the

represented in Figure 6.

ments over the whole frequen y range. At low frequen-

3.3. Sound power al ulation and omparison
with measurements

surements, whi h

other noise me hanisms dominate in this frequen y

Assuming free eld

range, as will be seen in Se tion 4.4.

onditions, the sound power level
SW L is obtained by SW L = SP L + 10 log10 (4πR2 ),
with R the distan e from the rotor to the observer.
The SWL predi tions are

ompared to the measure-

ments in Figures 7 and 8 for the two ases des ribed in

ies, both model predi tions underestimate the meaan be attributed to the fa t that

3.4. Dire tivity and amplitude modulation
The horizontal dire tivity of overall SPL is plotted in
Figure 9(a) for

ases 1 and 2. The maximum levels are

7
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Figure 9: Horizontal dire tivity of (a) overall SPL and (b) amplitude modulation strength, with the wind

oming

from the left.

obtained upwind and downwind, while the minimum
levels are found

typi al eld measurements

lose to a wind turbine [2℄.

1

an be explained by the dire tivity of trail-

ing edge noise,

AM (dBA)

This shape

2

rosswind, whi h is in agreement with

oming from the assumption of dipole

distribution in Amiet's theory. This dire tivity is determined by the orientation of the blade.
Amplitude modulation is

0
−1
−2

aused by the rotation of

U=6m/s
U=8m/s

−3
0

the blades, and has a frequen y of 1/3 the blade rotat-

100
200
Blade position γ (°)

ing frequen y for a 3-bladed wind turbine. Subtra ting
the mean SPL from the SPL at ea h blade azimuthal
position

γ,

we

an visualize AM in Figure 10 for ob-

servers in downwind and

rosswind dire tion. The AM

is almost identi al for ases 1 and 2. The variations are
small in the downwind dire tion, and mu h more important in the

rosswind dire tions. We dene the AM

Figure

10:

Amplitude

(dashed lines) and
for

300

modulation

in

downwind

ross-wind (solid lines) dire tions

ases 1 and 2. The observer is 100 m away from

the wind turbine, and AM is obtained by subtra ting
from the mean SPL from SPL(γ ).

strength as the dieren e between minimum and maximum values of SPL over blade azimuthal position
The AM strength is approximately 4 dB(A)

γ.

rosswind

and homogeneous ground [34, 35, 36℄. The main pa-

and less than 0.3 dB(A) downwind. Figure 9(b) shows

rameters of the model are the fri tion velo ity

the dire tivity of AM strength for

the sensible heat ux

ases 1 and 2. Large

H , or equivalently the

values of AM strength, of up to 10 dB(A), are found

ture s ale

in the vi inity of the

des ribed by the Obukhov length

rosswind dire tions, where the

minimum overall SPL values are found a

agreement with eld measurements [2℄, and

L∗ = T̄ u2∗ /(κgT∗ ) = −

an be

explained by rotation and dire tivity ee ts.

with

T̄

4. Inuen e of atmospheri turbulen e and wind shear

uxes are relatively

8

κgH

< 0).

the gravity a

,

κ = 0.41

(11)
the von

eleration, and

Cp

heat of dry air. The atmosphere is unsta-

L∗ < 0 (H > 0)

and stable when

L∗ > 0

When the shear produ tion of turbulen e is

alled neutral and 1/L∗ ≈ 0 (H ≈ 0).
The mean velo ity prole as a fun tion of height

sphere is
onsid-

turbulen e

and wind shear on wind turbine noise. This theory applies to the atmospheri

ble when

g

given by [34, 36℄:

ρ0 Cp T̄ u3∗

mu h larger than the buoyant produ tion, the atmo-

4.1. Monin-Obukhov similarity theory
Monin-Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) is

onstant,

the spe i
(H

L∗

the potential temperature,

Kármán

and

The stability of the atmosphere is then

ording to

Figure 9(a). These predi tions are in good qualitative

ered to study the inuen e of atmospheri

T∗ .

u∗

tempera-

surfa e layer, where surfa e

onstant, and is valid over a at

z

an then be obtained using similarity relations [37,

34℄:


  
u∗
z
U (z) =
ln
− ψu ,
κ
z0

(12)
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Case 2:
2
(W/m )

H

U (80 m) = 6 m/s
u∗ (m/s) L∗ (m)

150
H = 0 (neutral)
2

H = −10W/m

2

H = −25W/m
2

H = 40W/m

100

U (80 m) = 8 m/s
u∗ (m/s) L∗ (m)

-25

0.38

200

-10

0.46

905

0

0.49

Inf

40

0.53

-348

200

0.58

-92

H = 200W/m2

z (m)

Case 1:
2
(W/m )

H

50

0
2

Table III: MOST parameters used in the study for
ases 1 and 2.

4

6
U(z) (m/s)

Figure 11: Mean wind proles
spheri

8

10

U (z)

for the atmo-

onditions des ribed in Table III for

(U (80 m)

= 8 m/s).

ase 2

The minimum and maximum ro-

tor heights are shown using bla k dashed lines.

z0 is the surfa
ψu depends on

where

e roughness length and the fun -

tion

the stability of the atmosphere.

In neutral
arithmi

onditions,

ψu = 0

and the

lassi al log-

prole is re overed. These velo ity proles

are sometimes

alled Businger-Dyer proles, and we

use in this study a slightly modied version of these
proles detailed in Appendix A. Using MOST, it is
also possible to predi t turbulen e parameters that
vary with height to represent the inhomogeneity of
the atmospheri

boundary layers. The von Kármán

spe trum of Equation (2) is used, but with heightdependent standard deviation of turbulent velo ity
u tuations

σu

and integral length s ale

Λ

that are

des ribed in Appendix A.
Sin e detailed parameters
spheri

on erning the atmo-

onditions during the wind turbine noise

measurements are not mentioned in Referen e [32℄,
we

hoose realisti

parameters found in the liter-

ature. The heat ux H typi ally varies over the
2
2
range −50 W/m to 600 W/m during a diurnal yle [34℄. Following Ostashev and Wilson [38℄, we se2
le t a value of 200 W/m for mostly sunny onditions,
2
and 40 W/m for mostly loudy onditions. For sta-

for unstable
for

onditions. Similar results are obtained

ase 1 so they are not plotted here. The turbu-

len e parameters

σu

and

Λ

are plotted for

ase 2 in

Figure 12. Using expressions given by Cheinet [36℄,
is independent of height in neutral and unstable
ditions, while it in reases with height in stable

σu

on-

ondi-

tions. The integral length s ale always in reases with
height, but in a mu h qui ker way in stable atmospheres. The turbulen e level asso iated with the von
Kármán spe trum will thus be a

ombination of these

two ee ts, as this level in reases with in reasing
and de reases with in reasing

σu

Λ.

4.2. Ee t of wind shear on wind turbine
trailing edge noise
The noise radiated by a wind turbine depends on
wind shear, mostly be ause an in rease in wind speed
auses an in rease of the AoA seen by a blade segment. As an example, the variation of AoA over the

ble

onditions, typi ally o urring at night, values of
−10 W/m2 and −25 W/m2 are hosen for H . Then

rotor plane due to wind shear is plotted in Figure 13
2
for ase 2 with H = −25 W/m . The maximum AoA
o
variation over one rotation is approximately ±1.5 for

we dedu e the fri tion velo ity from Equation (12) so

the tip segment. As a result, the turbulent bound-

that the mean velo ity at hub height is 6 m/s for ase 1
or 8 m/s for

ase 2, using

z0 = 0.1 m. The results are
2
Results for H = −25 W/m

|L∗ | < 50 m,

ase 1 be ause they

and it is generally admitted that

The boundary layer thi kness of the tip segment de-

|z/L∗ | < 1 − 2 [35℄. Let us
H = 200 W/m2 and U (80 m) = 8 m/s,

MOST is only valid for
note that for

the validity of MOST might be questionable for the
highest part of the rotor.

in stable
ble

ase 2. The wind shear is

onditions

of the displa ement thi kness

reases from γ = 0, where the blade is pointing up
γ = 180o, where the blade is pointing down. This

to

de rease is most signi ant for the stable atmosphere
H = −25 W/m2. These hanges in boundary

with

The dierent possible wind proles are plotted in
Figure 11 for

γ.

For instan e, Figure 14 shows the variation
δs∗ on the su tion side
for the dierent wind proles orresponding to ase 2.

summarized in Table III.
2
and 200 W/m are not shown for
yield

ary layer parameters vary with blade azimuthal position

learly stronger

ompared to neutral or unsta-

onditions. The wind speed in reases from 6.2 to

9.5 m/s between the bottom and top parts of the rotor
2
for H = −25 W/m , while it remains lose to 8 m/s

layer parameters

ause a signi ant

hange in the wall

pressure spe tra plotted in Figure 15 as a fun tion of

γ.

The spe tral peak shifts to higher frequen y when

the blade goes from top to down positions, orreo
o
sponding to a de rease of AoA from 5.2 to 2.5 . These
spe tral variations due to wind shear are in good

9
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Figure 12: (a) Standard deviation of turbulent velo ity u tuations

U (80 m) = 8 m/s.

400

σu

and (b) integral length s ale

Λ

for

δs∗

on

The minimum and maximum rotor heights are shown using bla k dashed lines.

9
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H = 0 (neutral)
8
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7

H = 40W/m
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s
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Figure 14: Variation of displa ement thi kness
Figure 13: AoA variation in degrees due to wind shear
U (80 m) = 8 m/s and H = −25 W/m2.

for

the su tion side as a fun tion of blade azimuthal position

γ

for the tip segment and for

dashed line

ase 2. The thi k

orresponds to the referen e value with a

onstant wind of 8 m/s.

agreement with surfa e pressure measurements performed in the framework of the DANAERO proje t
for a similar size wind turbine [5, Figure 25℄.

90

This signi ant ee t of wind shear on the emission

the su tion side, a

SW L

in rease is observed at high

frequen ies, of approximately 1 dB(A) at 2 kHz and
3 dB(A) at 4 kHz. However, this in rease is not observed on the pressure side, and sin e pressure side

(dB re. 20µPa)

al ulated at a re eiver 100 m downwind. On

pp

an be seen in the sound power level spe tra of Figure 16

85
80
75
70

Φ

side is mu h less pronoun ed on the re eiver side, as

65

levels dominate above 2 kHz, the maximum in rease
due to wind shear is only 0.4 dB(A) at 2 kHz on the

60

No wind shear (AoA = 4°)
γ = 0° (AoA = 5.2°)
γ = 60° (AoA = 4.7°)
γ = 120° (AoA = 3.3°)
γ = 180° (AoA = 2.5°)
2

10

total trailing edge noise spe trum. The fa t that level

3

10
Frequency (Hz)

variations due to wind shear are less pronoun ed on
the re eiver side (Figure 16)

ompared to the emis-

Figure 15: Wall pressure spe tra

Φpp

on the su tion

γ for the
H = −25 W/m2 .

sion side (Figure 15) may be explained by the fa t

side for dierent blade azimuthal position

that the 3 blades and all the blade segments are

tip segment,

sidered to

on-

al ulate the azimuthally-averaged spe tra

of Figure 16, thus variations due to wind shear tend to
be averaged out. We must keep in mind that stronger

10

onsidering

ase 2 with
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Figure 16: Third o tave band spe trum of

SW L

for

trailing edge noise on pressure and su tion side for
2
ase 2 with no wind shear and with H = −25 W/m .

50

100

150

200
γ (°)

250

300

350

Figure 17: Variations of turbulen e spe trum
a fun tion of blade azimuthal position

γ

Φww

as

for the tip

segment at 100 Hz and for the various atmospheri
onditions

orresponding to

ase 2.

wind shear than those predi ted by MOST usually exist in reality, be ause in pra ti e the terrain might not

90

be at and homogeneous (topography ee ts), and beause other sour es of inhomogeneities su h as large-

(dBA)

4.3. Ee t of atmospheri turbulen e on
wind turbine turbulent inow noise

85

1/3

present [4, 3, 5℄.

SWL

s ale turbulen e or wakes of other turbines might be

H=0
2

80

H = −10W/m

2

H = −25W/m

Amiet's model for turbulent inow noise dire tly depends on the turbulen e spe trum

Φww ,

H = 40W/m2

as seen in

H = 200W/m2
75

Equation (1). It is modeled using a von Kármán spe trum with turbulen e parameters

σu

and

Λ

2

3

10

that de-

10
Frequency (Hz)

pend on height or equivalently on the blade azimuthal
position

γ.

Figure 17 shows how the turbulen e spe -

trum varies with

γ

for the tip segment at 100 Hz. The

maximum spe tral levels are found for the unstable
H = 200 W/m2 during the whole ro-

Figure 18: Third o tave band spe trum of

SW L

for

turbulent inow noise and for the various atmospheri
onditions

orresponding to

ase 2.

atmosphere with
tation, whi h
value of

Λ

σu

an be explained by the relatively high

and low value of the turbulent length s ale

asso iated with this

ase (see Figure 12). The same

trends are observed for other frequen ies.
Figure 18 shows the azimuthally-averaged
spe tra

SW L

al ulated at a re eiver 100 m downwind as-

so iated with the same atmospheri

onditions. As it

SP LR

large and

is small, with a maximum redu tion

of 0.3 dB obtained for the root segment.

4.4. Combined ee ts of wind shear and atmospheri turbulen e

ould be foreseen from Figure 17, the maximum lev2
els are obtained for H = 200 W/m and the minimum
2
levels for H = 0 and H = 40 W/m . The dieren es

4.4.1.

are signi ant  up to 2 dB(A)  between the dif-

surements of Referen e [32℄ in Figures 19 and 20 for

ferent atmospheri

onditions. As already mentioned

previously for trailing edge noise, we must keep in

Sound power level predi tions

The total

SW L

spe tra in luding both trailing edge

noise and turbulent inow noise are
ases 1 and 2. We
(H

= 0),

ompared to mea-

onsider here a neutral atmosphere

whi h means the turbulent inow noise lev-

mind that stronger turbulent variations than those

els are relatively low a

predi ted by MOST may exist in reality, espe ially

pears that turbulent inow noise is dominant at low

ording to Figure 18. It ap-

when a wind turbine happens to be in the wake of an-

frequen ies, up to 300 to 500 Hz, while trailing edge

other turbine [3, 5℄. To

noise is dominant at higher frequen ies. The agree-

on lude this part, let us note
orre tion presented

ment between predi tions and measurements is now

in Se tion 2.1.2 has a negligible ee t on the nal re-

quite satisfa tory along the whole frequen y band. For

that the leading edge thi kness

sults. Indeed, integral length s ales
than the blade

hord

c,

thus

Λ/c

Λ are mu

h larger

ase 1, predi tions slightly overestimate the measure-

in Equation 3 is

ments at low frequen y, whi h might indi ate that the
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90
85

SWL

1/3

(dBA)

80
75
70
Total prediction
Trailing edge noise
Turbulent inflow noise
Measurements

65
60

2

Trailing edge
Leading edge

3

10

10
Frequency (Hz)

Figure 22: Normalized dire tivity of trailing edge

Figure 19: Third o tave band spe trum of

SW L

for

trailing edge noise and turbulent inow noise for
ase 1 and

H=0

noise and turbulent inow noise for the tip segment.
Dashed lines:

f = 500 Hz;

solid lines:

f = 4000 Hz.

(neutral atmosphere).

AM strength rea hes a maximum of 10 dB a little upwind for trailing edge noise, of 9 dB a little downwind

95

for turbulent inow noise, and of only 4 dB exa tly
rosswind for the total noise.

90
(dBA)
1/3

SWL

To explain these dieren es, let us look rst at

85

the dire tivity of one blade segment in the

oordi-

80

nate system of the blade, as shown in Figure 22.

75

diation is maximum towards the leading edge of the

Amiet's model predi ts that trailing edge noise ra-

Total prediction
Trailing edge noise
Turbulent inflow noise
Measurements

70
65

2

blade, while turbulent inow noise radiation is maximum towards the trailing edge. The normalized dire tivity are frequen y-dependent, with more lobes

3

10

10
Frequency (Hz)

appearing with in reasing frequen y. This dire tivity
pattern, as well as the twisting of the blade s hematfor

i ally represented in Figure 6, do explain that the di-

trailing edge noise and turbulent inow noise for

re tions where the minima are found are slightly dif-

Figure 20: Third o tave band spe trum of
ase 2 and

H=0

SW L

ferent for the two noise me hanisms.

(neutral atmosphere).

To

better

understand

the

dire tivity

of

AM

strength, it is also useful to look at the variation
turbulent inow noise needs some improvements at
these frequen ies and/or that the atmospheri

turbu-

len e parameters are not well modeled. For

ase 2,

the experimental spe tral peak around 400 Hz is not
aptured by the model, whi h may be due to the absen e of other noise sour es in the predi tions su h as
separation/stall noise.
4.4.2.

The horizontal dire tivities of overall SPL and of AM
strength are plotted in Figure 21 for a neutral at-

= 0).

bulent inow noise variations are in phase and their
levels are

omparable, whi h explains that the total

noise follows the same trend with similar AM for the
o
three urves. At 278 , slightly downwind, the situation is quite dierent with both me hanisms having

Dire tivity and amplitude modulation

mosphere (H

of SP L as a fun tion of blade azimuthal position γ
o
o
shown in Figure 23 for dire tions 270 and 278 . At
o
270 , exa tly rosswind, trailing edge noise and tur-

Results are given for trailing edge

noise only, turbulent inow noise only and for the total

out of phase variations and turbulent inow noise levels being

lose to their minimum values. As a result,

the total noise mostly follows the trailing edge noise
variations and its AM strength is only 3 dB(A), mu h
smaller than the 9 dB(A) obtained for turbulent inow noise.

noise. It appears that the maxima of overall SPL for
the 3

urves are found upwind and downwind, and the
o
o
o
o
rosswind (90 ± 2 and 270 ± 2 ).

minima are found

5. Con lusion and future work

As already seen in Se tion 3, the AM strength is less
than 1 dB in the upwind and downwind dire tions,

In this paper, Amiet's analyti al model for turbulent

and is maximum

inow noise and trailing edge noise is applied for

lose to the

rosswind dire tion, at

slightly dierent dire tions for the three

12

urves. The

om-

pute wind turbine noise. First, we validated the model
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90
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edge noise
Turbulent
30 inflow noise

50

120

60
40

150

90
120
150

30
180

180

0

330

210
240

10
60
8
6
4
2

30

0

330

210

300

240

300

270

270

(a)

(b)

Figure 21: Dire tivity of (a) overall SPL and (b) amplitude modulation strength 100 m away from the wind
turbine for

ase 2 and

H=0

(neutral atmosphere).

lent inow noise is negle ted. Model predi tions are

τ = 270°

ompared to results from the literature for a 93 m-

SPL(γ) (dBA)

35

diameter 2.3 MW wind turbine. The sound power level
predi tions are in good agreement with measurements

30

at high frequen ies when the APG model is used, but

0

underestimate them at low frequen ies. The predi -

Total
Trailing edge noise
Turbulent inflow noise

25

100

200
τ = 278°

tions of dire tivity and amplitude modulation are also
in agreement with results from the literature lose to a
wind turbine, with maximum SPL and minimum AM

300

strength downwind and upwind, while minimum SPL
and maximum AM strength are found in

rosswind

SPL(γ) (dBA)

dire tions.

40

In the last part, we took into a

ount wind shear

and turbulen e ee ts using the Monin-Obukhov sim-

35

ilarity theory that is valid in the atmospheri

surfa e

layer over at and homogeneous ground. On the one

30
0

hand, we showed that wind shear

100

200
Blade position γ (°)

auses variations

of angle of atta k that are largest in stable

300

onditions

(typi ally at night). Although the angle of atta k variations due to wind shear produ e a signi ant

hange

Figure 23: Amplitude modulation for trailing edge

in the wall pressure spe tra at some blade segments,

noise, turbulent inow noise and for the overall noise
270o (top) and of 278o (bot-

re eiver is almost negligible. On the other hand, tur-

tom) with respe t to the wind dire tion, for

bulent inow noise does vary signi antly depending

at an horizontal angle of
and

ase 2

H = 0.

the in rease in the trailing edge noise spe tra at the

on atmospheri

onditions. When both me hanisms

are onsidered, SWL spe tra are in mu h better agreement with measurements, with turbulent inow noise
dominating at low frequen y (below 400 Hz approxiomparison with wind tunnel exper-

mately). Dire tivities of overall SPL and AM are sim-

iments from the literature. We showed that trailing

ilar for both me hanisms and for the total noise, with

predi tions by

edge noise predi tions are improved when the ee t

an AM strength that rea hes at most 4 dB(A) for

of an adverse pressure gradient is in luded. We also

the total noise,

found that an empiri al thi kness

me hanism

bulent inow noise may be

orre tion for tur-

onsidered to a

ount for

the redu tion of noise level due to airfoil thi kness.
Then, the model is adapted to rotating blades to
predi t wind turbine noise in the simple
the wind speed is

ase where

onstant with height and turbu-

ompared to up to 10 dB(A) for ea h

onsidered individually.

Several perspe tives

an be mentioned as a

on-

tinuation of the present work. On the sour e side, it
would be important to model separation/stall noise,
that o

urs when the AoA rea hes large values. Re-

ent studies have shown that this noise me hanism is

13
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andidate for explaining the enhan ed ampli-

tude modulation observed in the eld [4℄. Also, the
ee ts of stronger wind shear and larger turbulen e
u tuations

ould be studied, whi h would require to

onsider eld measurements or theoreti al tools that
are more advan ed than MOST. Finally, to be able
to predi t the noise per eived by potential neighbors
at large distan es from a wind turbine, we envisage
to

ouple the present sour e model to a propagation

model that takes into a
tions su h as the Paraboli

ount atmospheri

u tua-

Equation model [39℄.
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where

A. Expressions for the velo ity proles and atmospheri turbulen e
parameters

(14)

Cu2 =

u2∗
fu
z 2/3

fu (ξ) =
with




3.9





z
L∗

1−ξ
1−7ξ



,

−ξ

(15)

2/3

3.9 (1 + 5ξ)2/3

ξ = z/L∗.

for

for

ξ ≤ 0,

ξ > 0,

Both expressions yield

Louter = 1.8 z
ξ = 0 (neu-

for purely shear-driven turbulen e, i.e. for
tral

onditions).

A.1. Velo ity proles
The mean velo ity prole
involves a fun tion

ψu

U (z) given in Equation (12)

that depends on the stability

of the atmosphere. For an unstable atmosphere (L∗

0)

<

[37, 34℄:

ψu = 2 ln



1+x
2



+ ln



1 + x2
2



− 2 arctan x +
1/4

x = (1 − 16z/L∗)
(L∗ > 0) [37, 34℄:
with

π
,
2

(13)

. For a stable atmosphere

ψw =
(

−5z/L∗ for z/L∗ ≤ 0.5,
0.5
4.25
+ (z/L
−7 ln (z/L∗ ) − z/L
2 − 0.852
∗
∗)

elsewhere.

A.2. Atmospheri turbulen e parameters
We detail in this se tion the expressions for the heightdependent standard deviation of turbulent velo ity
u tuations

σu

and integral length s ale

Λ

appear-

ing in the von Kármán spe trum. Cheinet [36℄ gives
the following empiri al relationships for the varian e
σu2 :

 h
i2/3


if
L∗ < 0,
u2∗ α1 + |L1∗ | (α2 zi + α3 z)

σu2 =
 0.5 2

u2∗ 1.73 + 3.3 z
if
L∗ > 0,

L∗

zi the mixed layer height (set to 1000 m), α1 =
5.2, α2 = 0.52, and α3 = 0 in the surfa e layer

with
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